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The Ethiopian predicament in establishing a service university is a function of several mismatches between university, society, and state: (a) Between society’s mainly low-tech agricultural production and the university’s production of academics; (b) Between the state’s need for investment finances in new economic activities and the lack thereof, (c) Between the state and the university in terms of proper governance and how organisational changes in higher education should be made; and (d) different opinions between state and university about the proper balance between individual academic freedom, institutional autonomy and accountability to society and state. Turning mismatches into constructive national development suggests that the government should attract foreign capital for new production activities, under the specific condition that the foreigners should simultaneously invest a certain percentage in the country’s higher education development. An important structural change would be to establish a dynamic and competent decision-making body at government level for science, technology and competence production. Donor countries and agencies ought to be encouraged to support Ethiopian development projects where research, tertiary-level training and business projects can work in an integrated fashion and where the Ethiopian ‘surplus’ academic workforce power could be applied abroad.
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